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Nothe Fort Report Saturday 20th March 2010

Barrack Road, Weymouth,
Dorset, DT4 8UF
www.nothefort.org.uk
A Palmerston era Coastal
Defence Fort guarding the
beaches at Weymouth, forming
one end of the defences of
Portland Harbour. Sandsfoot
Castle, Portland Castle, The
Verne Citadel and High Angle
Battery form the rest of the
defences at the opposite end,
with Breakwater and Inner Pier
Head Forts in between.
Prior to the investigation, some of
the group conducted a tour of
some of the surrounding sites on
the Isle of Portland. A very
interesting comparison to our
recent ventures to Coalhouse
Fort as the fort at Nothe is a
smaller, but restored version of a
very similar design.
Arriving at 8.00pm, we were
joined by some of our friends
from BSPRI who operated as a
separate team, whilst the SI team
subdivided (for the majority of the
night) into three smaller groups.
The investigation concluded at
4.00am and was followed by a
debrief held in the car park, on
the former site of the fort’s main WWII anti-aircraft battery.
Special thanks must go to Steven Booth for being a most accommodating host, and to the rest
of the fort volunteers who were extremely helpful during the pre investigation risk assessment,
carried out the week before. This has been included as an appendix as it offers the reader a
refresher of the site layout.
We always aim to present our findings to clients in an open way but must stress that any
information gained from a medium, sensitive or other means can not be scientifically
proven.
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Report of findings
Team A
22.20 Outside
Clare & Emma
Emma and Clare were both picking up on a male
energy in front of the pill box on the terrace.
•
•
•
•
•

He was in his late 30’s
He had been a solider in the 1720’s.
He was possibly a German POW; we felt he had died in an accident.
He was a ship builder.
He has been seen by visitors and walks up and down the terrace toward the Victorian
ablutions. He is one of 5 presences that walks in this area and they all died in the same
accident.

Emma adds: “I was particularly excited about this
investigation after having previously experienced
paranormal phenomena at a similar location namely,
Coalhouse Fort. After our initial tour of the building, I felt
quite excited about the night ahead.
Our team began outside, covering the parade ground
and the battlements. During our time here, nothing
untoward happened. I did do some dowsing and I
believe that my findings will be covered in Clare’s
report. We then proceeded to cover the tunnels. Apart
from capturing a few orbs on camera, once again
nothing out of the ordinary occurred.”
Damian - Using the new environment meter, the measurements for this outdoor area were:
Temperature: 10.5 C
Humidity: 88.2 – 93.3rh (rh = relative humidity)
Light: 0.7 – 0.15 LUX
Sound levels: 42 – 52db
There were no EMF readings in this area.
Debbie, Georgia & Sara - upper levels and observation post, Georgia dowsed and picked up
on 8 male spirits,
• year: 1943
• She picked up a male called George,
• He died in 1944.
• He had died in the war.
• He died in Europe, France.
• He was in this area before he went to war.
• He was a gunner on the front line,
• His surname was Hope.
• Georgia picked up on laughter in this area.
www.supernaturalinvestigations.org.uk
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•
•
•
•

George was 34 when he died.
Another male called Charles Jilo, he was a practical joker,
He was 32 when he died,
Died in the war in Europe.

Sara picked up that someone had had an operation; possibly had their appendix out. She felt a
stabbing pain in her side. The atmosphere felt friendly in this area.
Whilst in the observation post, we picked up an EVP of mumbling and whistling.
Barbican Area we all had a horrible feeling here, Georgia felt that something horrible had
happened in this area.
Remembrance Area Georgia picked up on a female spirit here.
• She worked here in the 1940’s.
• the year was 1941,
• She was not part of the services, and she had just worked here.
• She was called Milly.
The EMF meter began to flash. After this the area went quiet.
23.05 Courtyard
Clare & Emma - Stu, Becky, Emma, Damian and
Clare all heard whistling in the courtyard area.
Damian felt it was the wind and Emma thought it
sounded like a sea bird crying. The rest of us were
unsure as to the origin of the noise. Later in the
evening the same noise was heard by other
members of SI and BSPRI – once again we
couldn’t pin down the origin of the noise. Upon
exiting the tunnel area, whilst walking across the
parade ground most of our group heard whistling.
We proceeded to rule out other team members
and certain stationary items around us. It was
particularly breezy that evening and a flagpole was rattling in the wind however, the noise that
was emanating from this, did not sound like a whistle. Throughout the evening, numerous
members of the group heard the whistling. Perhaps this was one of the Fort’s resident ghosts
namely the “Whistling Gunner”?
Damian - At around 23:00, several members of our group were in the courtyard and heard a
whistling sound from the upper level. Whilst we were unable to recreate this at the time, the
sound is most likely explained by wind catching an object at a particular angle, as it was a windy
night and the round shape of the fort would have played a part in causing such a sound to
resonate.
Becky & Stu – The whole group heard this whistling sound, what was strange was Debbie,
Georgia and Sara also heard it from within the Canteen. Georgia came out into the courtyard to
see what had caused it. It was really hard to pinpoint where it was emanating from. Stu did a full
sweep of the outside area but could not track down the source. Stu set a camera in the
courtyard whilst we took a break, but on reviewing the footage you are unable to hear it due to
wind noise.
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Whilst looking around the courtyard area Clare saw what she described as a head pop up and
go straight back down from the stairs leading to the tunnels. All team members were accounted
for and we were unable to determine what it was.
Becky, Stu and Emma all heard what they described as a scream from the battlements up
above the toilets; again we were unable to determine what had caused this.
23.45 Near room B8
Clare and Stu both felt that we were being followed and watched.
Debbie, Georgia & Sara - we set up a Dictaphone in the Canteen. We picked up the Spanish
armada. Whilst sat in here we heard a knock and a door latch. On our Dictaphone we picked up
what sounds like a baby crying, this was before we had the initial tour. We also picked up an
amazing EVP of a spirit saying Jack, a few seconds later I say “jack comes to mind”.
Midnight - Tunnels
Clare & Emma - Damian, Clare and Emma were walking down the tunnels and we all heard a
door banging further along the tunnel. The fire doors had a slight delay when closing and
slammed quite loudly, however we were the only team in the tunnel at the time. As we heard the
door bang, Becky saw movement in the opposite direction. We all felt watched outside room
B18 and tapping noises were heard, although we decided that this was likely water dripping
from the roof.
Damian - Readings for this area were:
EMF: 0mg
Temperature: 13.7 C
Humidity: 79.6rh
Light: 0.4 LUX
Sound: 63-65db
This was a large, atmospheric indoor area in which
a sound of a door slamming further up the corridor
was heard, although the doors all closed very
slowly, so this may well be explained by a previous
door we’d walked through coming to a close.
Becky &Stu – As we approached the ghost whistling tunnel Becky heard a shuffle and thought
she saw something move in the direction of the ghost passage, the exact same time as Clare
and Emma heard a bang from the opposite direction.
Becky also saw what looked like a shadow move across the light that was shining down from
the emergency exit light, it was if someone had walked under the light blocking it from the floor,
there was no one else in this area.
When standing in the tunnel near the Roman diorama room we all heard a tap/knock from back
down towards the D-Day area, this was followed by a second louder tap. We felt this could be
possibly be explained by dripping water, but were unsure as the two noises sounded different in
tone and volume.
www.supernaturalinvestigations.org.uk
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01.30 Tunnels, near the Shields
Stuart felt there may have been a stage in this area. Emma didn’t
want to walk through this area and felt quite threatened.
Further round in the tunnels Clare, Emma and Damien all heard a
whistle which was captured on camcorder.
02.00 Tunnels outside rooms B18- B20
Clare, Emma and Debbie (BSPRI) joined others in the tunnels.
Debbie and Clare both heard a noise like a train whistle. Clare
has captured this sound on camcorder. This noise had been
heard by members of BSPRI and SI earlier in the evening.
00.20 Blacksmiths and staircase
Debbie and Clare heard murmuring voices from the bottom of the
staircase. The other team were accounted for and were in
another area of the building.
01.00 Capionier
Emma and Clare picked up on a male presence on the stairs to the Capionier.
Damian – Just after 1am we did a “white noise” vigil, after which two members reported hearing
footsteps from above, though I can’t myself say that I did.
Debbie, Georgia & Sara – Down in the original Capionier Georgia picked up a male form 1740,
• He helped build the 1st level of the building.
• He was 32yrs old.
Sara said before we entered the area that she sensed there had only been 1 level years ago.
Becky & Stu – Whilst listening to white noise Becky
swore she could hear whistling, as Becky was just
noting this down Clare, who was stood away from
Becky, heard it to. Whilst Georgia said she could
hear mumbling. On reviewing the footage from Stu’s
camera at this time there is a ball of light that comes
out from Stu’s chest and moves up the screen
changing shape as it goes. On the tape you can
clearly distinguish insects in the room but this was
completely different and I am unable to give a
rational explanation for what it is (see video clip
‘Light From Chest’ on SI website).
Becky, Clare, Georgia, Stu and Emma all heard what sounded like footsteps above us. As if
someone was walking along a wooden floor, what’s interesting to note is that where we were
stood, there was no other floors above. On checking afterwards the area above is outside and
had a concrete walkway and is covered in grass.
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Free Time
Clare & Emma - During our free time, Clare and I
spent some additional time in the tunnels. Upon
entering the trophy room, I felt extremely
apprehensive and nervous. My heart began to
beat quite rapidly and the hairs on the back of my
neck stood up. I cannot explain this feeling. This
happened on two occasions. Throughout the
evening, I had felt calm and not in the slightest bit
nervous of my surroundings. The rest of the
evening for me remained relatively peaceful.
Damian - We sat in the canteen area with the lights out and an EMF meter on the table
encouraging any presences to affect the meter. Nothing happened here and this area was very
quiet.
Readings here were:
Temperature: 13.8 C
Light: 5.84 LUX
Humidity: 82.3rh
Sound: 67db
At 3am we made our way back to the tunnel area, where several members reported hearing a
train/air raid siren sound. We stayed here as Jason attempted to recreate this using the bellows
upstairs. It didn’t make much of a sound at all and the sound files recorded by several members
will prove very interesting upon playback. From a sceptical viewpoint, this sound would most
likely have been down to the elements, but is interesting given the history of the venue.
Towards the end of the investigation I joined Stuart
and Becky in the Caponier and conducted a vigil for
around 10 minutes, during which we heard knocking
sounds from above. These may have been down to
an outlet pipe, as they were a similar sequence of
knocks each time, and tended to happen just after a
wave crashed in the sea outside.
Debbie, Georgia & Sara - Up in the observation
post, Sara had a go at using the rods to dowse. We
left some chocolate on the pillar and asked the
spirits to help themselves.
Becky & Stu – During our free time we spent much of it in the tunnels trying to find what had
caused the strange horn sound that the other group kept hearing. The whole time we were
down there we never heard it. Although after reviewing footage from the locked of camera that
Stu set up we have caught the noise (see video clip ‘Steam Train Whistle’ on SI website). You
can hear the other group in the tunnel past the D-Day area near to the diorama depicting the
building of the water break, they sound very muffled. The camera was set in the whistling tunnel
facing towards the exit, with the D-Day exhibit to the right, the noise is very clear and seems to
come from this area, it sounds as though it is very near to were the camera was positioned.

www.supernaturalinvestigations.org.uk
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Team B
Tunnels
Dave - During our investigation of the first location,
which was in the tunnels near the ghosts passage
and whistling gunners tunnel our group heard
multiple banging noises. These noises were caught
on both Dictaphone and Digital camcorder and
could possibly be attributed to water dripping in the
room off the Ghosts passage separated by bars,
and possibly timber shrinking to the plywood boxes
that contain the dioramas, but this is only a possible
cause as we could find no definite reason.
I personally heard and recorded a sound to which we have no possible explanation on both
devices on two separate occasions. The noise to which I refer can be most easily explained as
a steam whistle blowing twice in succession. The noise itself was louder in the whistling
passage from listening to the footage and the location of the devices. We did extensively seek
an explanation which included moving the bellows in the blacksmiths workshop, trying all the
buttons throughout the rooms and moving the doors on the nuclear bunker none of which shed
any light on this sound. If this noise had been from an external source such as a boat, other
groups would have heard it. As it was, not even BSPRI, who were at the other end of the
passage heard the sound. We also asked Steve if he had ever heard the sound before and
played it back. He then agreed this was not a sound he was familiar with. I am not saying this
noise was paranormal, but at this time we have exhausted most rational possibilities.
During this vigil I also saw a light
illuminate a photo on the wall of JSW
Bennet at the end of the whistling
gunner’s passage; unfortunately I did
not capture this on camcorder as it
was just out of shot on the lock off.
I did catch two other EVP’s one of
which sounds like breathing or
whispering form in the tunnels the
other was during a break from in the
courtyard of whistling from the upper
level above where the phone box was
located. We did hear the whistling and
investigated to try to find a source. We
did not find an explanation at the time
but on listening back to the sound it
does have two different tones which
sound like something squeaking as it
rotates; not unlike a fan that requires
oiling. If the ventilation shafts to the
tunnels have an integral fan that may
cause a whistling or squeaking noise
to descend to the passages beneath
the ground (please see diagram).
www.supernaturalinvestigations.org.uk
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Emily & Tom - About 21.30, we all went off to different locations within the Fort, we went to the
tunnel known as the Whistling tunnel. Me, Thomas, Kev, Dave and Jason went down towards
the mannequin that was dressed up in a white dress it looked like a white ghost behind bars.
Kev used his dowsing rods and picked up a spirit called Charlie, We asked him different
questions. When we asked questions that involved making noise’s we had an on time response
which was a loud thudding sound. We were aware there was water dripping behind on the back
walls which was in with the mannequin, we don’t know if it was water dripping on the metal or if
there was something in there.
As we were about to leave to investigate a different location we all heard a loud train sound. We
did pick this up on a Dictaphone.
About 02.30 and 03.30 I wanted to go back to the whistling tunnel where Thomas and Stu
believed they heard running footsteps throughout the tunnel. No one else was there within other
teams. Me, Becky, Stu and Tom went to have a look around the whistling tunnel we were
radioed by Kev and Dave asking did we hear the train sound; the same sound that we had
heard earlier, we hadn’t heard it at the other end of the tunnel. Thankfully Dave had his
Dictaphone recording and got the clip again.
Every room I went into I felt as if I was being watched and followed constantly. The room’s
atmosphere was heavy and very mixed temperatures, which were very hot at times and then
very cold very suddenly. I don’t know if this was me being very excited and a little unsure or me
getting within the moment or it could have been a spirit.
Jason - Whilst in the tunnels with the team we
were aware that we were the only group of
people there at the time when a loud siren sound
seemed to emanate from around the corner. We
all looked at each other as we had all heard it
quite clearly. The sound was similar to a train
horn or an air raid siren. After much
investigating we could find no reason for this
sound. Later on that evening the same team
heard this again emanating around the tunnels.
Again we were at a loss as to where the sound
was coming from. On both occasions this sound
was caught on various recordable media
including Dictaphones and video cameras. There
still seems to be no explanation for this audio.
Kevin - I witnessed a wide range of audible sounds whilst investigating Nothe Fort especially
whilst investigating the underground tunnels. The sounds ranged from whistling and doors being
slammed shut. Also in direct response to questions whilst communicating with a male presence
called Charles, loud tapping was heard by me and a number of individuals.
The most impressive experience though was the loud sound of what I can only describe as a
stream train whistle, I witnessed this on two separate occasions and I am aware that this was
also captured on Dave’s Dictaphone. I am at a loss at what could have caused this strange
sound, the team once again looked at other explanations to what may have been the source to
this bizarre sound. We were indeed left baffled and even spoke to Steve who worked at the fort
and asked him for his opinion and he too baffled at what the sound was and where it originated
from.
www.supernaturalinvestigations.org.uk
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Courtyard
Emily & Tom - Later on in the investigation, around 1am we went to the phone box that was
outside. Jason felt his head hurting and with this he said he felt someone had died by falling off
something, it wasn’t until later in the evening Stu had said this had happened but me, Jason and
the rest of the team were not aware of this.
Kev was using dowsing rods and he picked up on a 15year old girl called Louise but Jason
wanted to say Louisa.
Jason - Near the lift to the Tunnels on ground level, both Kev and I felt the presence of an entity
in this area. I had a sharp pain on the left side of my head and seemed to indicate that a man
had been struck across the head. I then later felt that this was more akin to a fall injury from
above and thought that this man had died from falling from above.
Canteen
Kevin - I took part in a group séance back in the base room with the rest of the team. I found
the séance to be quite productive with the KII EMF meter giving off a very substantial reading. I
will be the first to admit that you can not rule out other interference whilst using the KII meter
although on this particular occasion the actual reading occurred directly on the count of three
whilst asking for a direct response, I can also confirm that during the entire investigation this
was the only time that the Meter gave off a reading, very intriguing.
Emily & Tom - The team wanted to go to the base room where we did a séance; yet again Kev
was using dowsing rods and picked up on six males. We put the EMF meter in the middle of the
table and Kev asked lots of questions within the room. You could hear rustling in the corner of
the room and I thought I saw something move in the corner. It was if someone was in the back
of the room listening to us. As Kev asked the spirit to come towards the green light he counted
up to three. One two and on three the lights went up to red. We had the EMF meter on all night
throughout the investigation with the same team and it hadn’t made any movement what so
ever. The EMF meter changed from green to red twice whilst we were in the base room. Whilst
we were there I felt as if disabled people would have met here, people with learning difficulties
or amputees. Jason said to me that he had the feeling Louise might of had a disability.

www.supernaturalinvestigations.org.uk
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Overall Feelings of the Night
Dave - All in all a very eventful evening with many things to look into, this venue certainly
warrants further investigation...
Clare - A great night and a great location, would definitely like to return to try and find the
source of the phenomena experienced.
Emily &Tom - I would love to go again I thought it was brilliant and getting that train sound on
the Dictaphone was amazing.
Jason - A Cracking investigation, with the Tunnels and eventual capture of something strange
that many people and physical media can collaborate on. I would definitely return here again!
Kevin - Throughout the investigation at Nothe I recorded a small amount of video footage with
my Sony Digital 8 Handy Cam. I have reviewed the footage and can confirm that a wide array of
light anomalies were captured on a number of different occasions which seem to occur at very
prominent moments (whilst calling out or asking for a response) in various areas of the Fort.
Also captured on Video was a range of audible noises whilst once again calling out for a
response to questions. In one instance a question was asked and within a second a very loud
tap was heard even though prior to this for several moments no sound was heard. As a team
we looked at all other possibilities that could have caused this activity although it was not
apparent that this was a natural occurrence. Overall a very active investigation with a wide array
of evidence captured. I was genuinely impressed with Nothe Fort as it truly is a fantastic
location. The one experience that will stay with me from this investigation is the amount of
sounds that were indeed heard during the team’s time spent at Nothe; especially the mysterious
train sound most peculiar. I would like to thank Stuart and Becky for setting up the investigation
and Nothe Fort for there hospitality, it was a very enjoyable and paranormally active night.
Damian - Overall, this was an interesting and incredible-looking venue to investigate. Thanks to
all those involved in setting this up.
Becky – For me this was an amazing investigation, Stu has been trying to investigate this
location for a very long time, so I was expecting big things, I was not let down. I don’t think as a
group we have ever caught so many sounds on so many different pieces of equipment. I would
love to return and see if we get similar results and if we do I would love to track down what
causes the horn sound. Thanks Stu for all your hard work and devotion to this location, I had a
great time and would like to extend thanks to Steve for being a great host.
Stuart – Interesting to see a reduced amount of visual encounters when compared to
Coalhouse Fort, contrasted by what must be the greatest amount of audio phenomenon ever
encountered during an investigation. I must remain sceptical about the whistling, or more
accurately described ‘Steam Train Whistle’ due to the amount of times this was heard by the
team and caught on both camcorder and dictaphone. It should also be noted that there is a
speaker system installed throughout the tunnels; whilst I am in now way suggesting that there
was any deliberate intention by the fort or the staff to cause such a noise (indeed they are not
aware of any such recording and the speakers where turned off during our visit), I still feel this
has to be considered as a possible cause. That said it does not explain the footsteps heard from
above the Caponier nor the whistling heard in the Courtyard. A venue to defiantly return to,
especially to see if the ‘Steam Train Whistle’ re-occurs and if a pattern of timing can be
identified. I also agree with Dave’s theory for another possible cause for the whistling.
www.supernaturalinvestigations.org.uk
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Members of the SI team at nearby High Angle Battery (above) and Church Ope Cove (below)

Audio Clips
(Please see links on www.supernaturalinvestigations.org.uk for video clips)

Disembodied breathing.wav

Nothe Fort Steam Whistle1.wav

Nothe Fort Steam Whistle2.wav

Russling noise.wav

Whistling in courtyard.wav
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Appendix 1 – Risk Assessment & Site Walkthrough
The site itself has been divided into four areas for the investigation, Magazine Tunnels 1 and 2,
Casemate (Ground) Level and Rampart (Roof) Level; whilst for this site walkthrough the Fort
can be considered as comprising three levels, we start form the top and work down. This is the
intended route for the initial tour, during which all hazards will be clearly identified by the two
team leaders, one at the front and the other near the back.
Rampart Level – The main access to this
level is a sloping ramp from the Courtyard
(Casemate Level) for which care must be
taken in adverse weather conditions, all
attending are advised to wear sturdy
footwear such as walking boots. There are
also three steep metal staircases leading
from the Courtyard to the Rampart Level,
however some of the stone steps at the top
are worn, somewhat unevenly so these will
be advised as being out of bounds (except
for the event of an emergency) to minimise
any trip or fall risk. There is also an external
lift, however this is also identified as out of
bounds due to the hire agreement.
The main risk from this level is of a serious
fall to either the Courtyard or outside of the
fort walls, which is likely to result in potential
death or serious injury; however this has
been significantly reduced by the provision of
permanent fencing around all conceivable
areas a fall might occur. Two of the gun
emplacments present a risk of a short drop,
however these have been covered by a wire
mesh. Walking up the slope there is at the
top a spiral staircase descending (clockwise)
down to both Casemate and Magazine level,
this has steep, narrow and has some uneven
steps which all should be aware of. There are
some steep and uneven steps leading up to
the BOP and Signal Station, extra care
should taken in these areas. Turning right at
the top of the slope, a little along there is a
narow passage on the left leading to the
Barbican. This has a low threshold, step
down into and also a firing step in the far end.
Passing the AA & QFG emplacements, which
have some steep and uneven steps, there is
a clearly identified grass path down to the
Terrace which can be slippery and there is a
risk of trip on the partialy eroded steps, as
the timber edges protrude significantly.
www.supernaturalinvestigations.org.uk
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On the terrace is a Pill Box, Searchlight Emplacement, Guardroom Entrance and Small
Caponier which are all narrow and with low thresholds and trip risks going into them.
Additionally there is a trip risk moving from the grass to the paved area outside of these.
Casemate Level (including Courtyard) – The Courtyard contains the Emergency Muster Point
which is clearly marked by the slope. The risk of trip is the main hazard on this level as there is
a kerb with gutter running around the edge of the walking platform outside of the Casemates,
however this has been identified by white paint. Inside some of the Casemates are display
cabinets which could be bumped into and slopes into the Tea Room area. The fire exits in this
section (into Courtyard) are clearly marked. Room 19 has a significant trip risk on entering due
to a raised metal section of the door frame, there is also a torpedoe on the floor which could be
walked into. Room 22 has a narrow walkway between it and two substantial metal rings on the
floor which could cause a trip.
Magazine Level – The main potential hazard here is a possibility of becoming disorientated due
to the low lighting levels and possibly bumping or running into a wall or similar. This risk has
been reduced by vetting of the team members and their experience, provision of torches and a
tour of the Magazines pointing out that they run in a D shape so if one keeps walking an exit
into the Courtyard will be found. There are three sets of steps down to this level which are
relatively steep and some are unevenly worn. Perhaps the most potentially hazardous set is
adjacent to the Elevator. The Elevator is outside of B23 area which looks as if could be slippery
when wet and the steps descending has a step which might not be obvious as you enter the
Magazines. B22 to B19 has steps up to the Magazines from the tunnel and in the area of B17
there are steps up and down to the display cabinets. B12 has a slope either side and there is a
risk of knocking or catching on the blast doors entering and exiting the section adapted as a
nuclear fallout shelter.
The main fire exit from this level uses an original Sally Port gateway to the front of the fort,
which is accessed from a corridor leading off the main tunnel, which then exits close to the main
entrance. The exterior position of this will be identified to all attending and it will also be
stressed that this must not be opened unless in event of emergency, as this could compromise
security allowing a way into the fort for unsolicited members of the public. Within the Whistling
Tunnel there is a slight risk posed by the artefacts hanging from the ceiling, which will be
pointed out to all.
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Appendix 2 - Astral Projection Experiment
Damian
‘Bertrand’ there between 1810-1812
Surname ‘Jacobs’ aged 40
Sound of cannon fire
Shouting
Thick smoke
Something flying overhead
Flag
Damp atmosphere, cold weather
Several deaths in one event, about 20 people died.
‘Michael’ Aldred shot in the chest aged 26 c1815
‘Alfred Jones’ aged early 30s c 1832
Part of a wall destroyed and was rebuilt
Fran
Colonel Pike
Operation ’Starling’ and something to do with Flanders
A large semicircular room which is central to the operations of the fort.
An explosion which caused bleeding in the mouth and ears and nose
The name Albie, (first name). People are very fond of him. Concern for his well being
Black and white movies being played for entertainment and watched in groups like in a cinema
Tunnels and echoing footsteps which cause disorientation
Waiting for a submarine to return and referring to the returning people on it as ‘comrades’.
Something going wrong and them not returning perhaps as a strategic move
Prisoners of war kept in an arched area, perhaps the end of a tunnel with bars on it. The
general feeling was that the POWs were to be treated kindly and fed and given water in bowls.
They were Russian (or from somewhere near).
The name ‘Casper’,
The words ‘Portellin’ and ‘Albatross’. (As I try to make sense of this these may be operation
Albatross, portellin etc)
Becky & Stuart
Becky and I thought this might be difficult as we are so familiar with the site, however I did try
last night and can only describe a sensation of don’t do it as I descended into the Courtyard
from the south edge of the ramparts. It is from here my gut instinct tells me a gunner fell to his
death. I also tried to access the 3 areas closed due to H&S, with some success but I could be
remembering what they looked like from previous visits when these were not closed to the
public. I predict that one of the main active areas will not be identified by most as it is our base,
but that the area surrounding B24 of the Magazine level will be commented on based on
previous visits. I also have a feeling that someone will have a less than pleasant experience
within the magazines similar to mine at Smuggler’s Haunt. Finally when visiting last week, I
visualised placing an orange ring of fire on the floor by a right angle corner which I believe is in
the vicinity of B3. Be interesting if anyone picks up on this.
Debbie, Georgia & Sara
Not quite astral projecton but during the day of the investigation, Georgia had a vision of
Winston Churchill and Sara had a vision of getting a reply from a spirit when we spoke about
chocolate at the investigation. Also Georgia thought there had been a suicide (hanging) and
Sara had a vision of a girl wearing a dirty bonnet and apron. There was coal dust around her
and she was in a large room brushing the dirt up and someone with broken fingers.
www.supernaturalinvestigations.org.uk
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